<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday, October 14, 2018</th>
<th>Monday, October 15, 2018</th>
<th>Tuesday, October 16, 2018</th>
<th>Wednesday, October 17, 2018</th>
<th>Thursday, October 18, 2018</th>
<th>Friday, October 19, 2018</th>
<th>Saturday, October 20, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CH:** TechMD - Multi-Bands  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin) | **CH:** REHMD - Multi-Bands PM | **CH:** 10:00 am PERFMD - Multi-Bands  
**OFF:** PERFMD - Multibands Matinee  
**BZ:** 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - Messianen Quartet for the End of Time (Chang) | **CH:** 10:00 am PERFMD - Multi-Bands  
**CH:** 7:30 pm PERFMD - Multi-Bands | **DATE**: 3:30 pm - 5:00 pm  
**SpecialEventNEWSTUD:** Backstage Tour - Family Weekend | **OFF:** PERFMD - Marching Band Home Football Game at McGuirk Stadium |
| **Sunday, October 21, 2018** | **Monday, October 22, 2018** | **Tuesday, October 23, 2018** | **Wednesday, October 24, 2018** | **Thursday, October 25, 2018** | **Friday, October 26, 2018** | **Saturday, October 27, 2018** |
| **BZ:** 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - ENSD-Jazz Lab Dress Rehearsal  
**CH:** TechASIAN - Chinese Warriors of Peking  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP-Jazz Lab Performance | **CH:** TechMD - University Orchestra PM  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm PERFMD - University Orchestra | **CH:** 10:00 am PERFMD - Chinese Warriors of Peking  
**CH:** TechCS - NW Dance Project  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 7:00 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin) | **BZ:** 7:30 pm PERFMD - University Orchestra  
**CH:** 2:30 pm REHMD - University Orchestra  
**OFF:** 1:30 pm - 4:00 pm REHMD - Chamber Choir at Grace Church | **CH:** 7:30 pm PERFMD - University Orchestra  
**OFF:** 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP-Jazz Lab Performance  
**CH:** 7:30 pm PERFASIAN - Koto-Yumi Kurosawa  
**BZ:** 6:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - ENSP-Opus One Chamber Orchestra (Chang)  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 7:00 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin) | **OFF:** PERFMD - Marching Band Football at UCONN  
**CH:** TechCS - University Orchestra  
**BZ:** 6:00 pm - 10:00 pm  
**PERFMD - ENSP-Brass of Umass - Brass Chamber Ensembles - (Spiridopoulos) | **BZ:** 7:30 pm PERFMD - University Orchestra  
**OFF:** 8:00 pm PERFCS - selected Shorts  
**BZ:** 6:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - Chamber Choir at Grace Church  
**OFF:** PERFMD - Chamber Choir at Grace Church  
**OFF:** 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm PERFMD - All University Orchestra  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm PERFCS - Miguel Zenon & Spectral Quartet  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm PERFCS - Miguel Zenon & Spectral Quartet  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - Clarinet Studio Recital (De Guise-Langlois)  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm TECH - Miguel Zenon & Spectral Quartet  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - Clarinet Studio Recital (De Guise-Langlois)  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm TECH - Miguel Zenon & Spectral Quartet  
**BZ:** 11:00 am - 12:00 pm REHMD - Recital Hour (Marvin)  
**BZ:** 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm REHMD - Clarinet Studio Recital (De Guise-Langlois)